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A Social Story for children who use AAC
People are worried about getting sick.

If I’m worried, I’ll use my ___________ to tell _________________.

TalkToMeTechnologies.com
Most people who get sick will feel better in a few days or a few weeks.
Some people will stay home in bed if they get sick.
Some people may have to go to the hospital if they get sick.
I might have to stay home if I feel sick. If I have to stay home, I’ll be able to _________________.
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If I get sick, I might need to wear a face mask in public. I might see other people wearing masks, too.
Some people wear masks, face shields, gloves, or gowns to help protect us from germs.
People look different when they wear these things. I do not need to be afraid, they are still the same person underneath.
If I feel sick, ____________ will take care of me. I’ll use my __________ to tell ____________ how I’m feeling and ask for what I need.
I can do some things to help me from getting sick, like wash my hands and keep my ___________ clean.
I wash my hands with soap and water while ___________

______________________________.

If I don’t have soap, I

______________________________.
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If I have to cough or sneeze, I’ll put my _______ down and
________________________________________.
It’s OK to wave to people instead of shaking hands or hugging.
If I do these things, I can help to keep myself from getting sick, and other people too!
Talk To Me Technologies provides speech-generating devices for children and adults with all levels of communication difficulties.

Every device is backed by ttmt360, an exclusive service model that includes evaluation support, funding/insurance assistance, service, training and on-going support. ttmt360 ensures that every individual receives the right combination of technology, access method and vocabulary from the start - so communication begins as quickly as possible, with long-term growth in mind!

*see website for details
With technology that helps improve communication.